Passive voice worksheet

Write sentences in the passive voice for each picture.

1 (sink) The ship was sunk by an iceberg.

2 (build)

3 (discover)

4 (celebrate)

5 (write)

6 (conquer)

7 (paint)

8 (rob)

9 (invent)

10 (destroy)

Useful vocabulary

Einstein, Shakespeare, fire, Taj Mahal, bank, wheel, Hamlet, formula, Egypt, Napoleon, caveman, thief, India, picture, artist, building
Writing passive voice sentences (possible answers)

2 The Taj Mahal was built by an emperor for his wife.

3 The scientific formula was discovered by Einstein

4 Christmas is celebrated on the 25th, December.

5 Hamlet was written by Shakespeare.

6 Egypt was conquered by Napoleon.

7 This picture was painted by an artist.

8 The bank was robbed by a thief.

9 The wheel was invented by primitive humans.

10 The building was destroyed by fire.